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The United States is the most powerful country in the
world, with immense manpower, huge natural resources, and

unrivalled industrial technical ability. This position puts
upon us a grave responsibility for the war and for the peace

that will end it.
The: problems of getting ready to fight the war press so
upon our attention and our time that only the most general consideration is given to post-war planning. Yet an important
part of winning the war is to maintain democratic institutions
and procedures in operation and to state our war objectives in
simple, clear terms so that they may become a power in helping
us to win the war.
A_rm_iist_ÿ The end of fighting does not assure the spirit
of a millenium but reaction usually sets in from weariness of
spirit and revolt against destruction, in addition to the more
evil passions and hatreds engendered by the war. The end of

fighting is not the end of responsibility. Order must be
restored and it must be the kind of o1ÿor for which we ÿre now
fighting. Our present thinking proposes a long armistice.
This proposal has dangers as well as advantages. It will mean
for conquered nations interim governments imposed by the conquerors, but it will give opportunity for nations to revive
their economic institutions under responsible world leadership.
Such rehabilitation would have to be financed from world resources. The United States as the leading world power has a
responsibility to plan and prepare for such aid to peoples of
devastated areas.
Restoration of economic and civilian life in all the
devastated countries should get under way quickly. Unless this
is dÿme on a world basis, we shall be handicapped for centuries
by the low standards of backward areas. Homes, industries,
commerce, and voluntary organizations for human welfare have
beÿIdestroyed in much of the territory devastated by mechÿuized
warfare. Nations are starving as harvest fields and tools are
destroyed; schools and markcts are in ruins; means of transportation and communication are useless or razed. Credit and
monetary institutions must bc restored. To save nations from
mass starvation, epidemics, and frustration, they must be fed,
clothed, and their homes restored as the basis for restoration
of business and trade. Agriculture, mining, and manufacturing,
must be organized around markets mud they can best get under
way unhampered by political restrictions and limitations.
The Army has already initiated training for personnel to
prepare them to act as administrators during the period of
restoration. A long armistice will defer political settlement
until the destructive passions of war have had time to mellow
and to ÿivo way to the spiriÿ and needs of cÿ,nstructive re-

lationships. Wÿnile the military must prepare the way for the
administrators of peace, it does not follow that military
officials have the training and the approach of civilian
administrators who use the educational methods of democracy to
achieve social welfare. The organized labrÿr movement of this
and other lands will oppose military zÿle after occupation.
From the first, civilians must be in charge of provisional
governments, and from the first there must be participation
of responsible, representative local persons in decisions
affecting their welfare.

- 2Whatever provisions the Peace Treaty may make for world
order, nations will still need regional alignments for the
advancement of mutual economic and political interests. To
keeo trade and commerce free, regions and areas that feed into
various markets must plan for the organization and restoration
industries in those areas as geared into markets of world
trade° Problems of raw materials and finances will be vital
in restoring economic and civil life. The United States has
learned from the conquest of Malay, the fall of Singapore,
and conquest of the islands nearby, that our military and
industrial progress is threatened by loss of access to raw
materials. Unless our chemical engineers can develop synthetic rubber rapidly, we shall return to horse-and-buggy
methods. The same is true of many other basic commodities
which are largely produced in a single region. Development
of agriculture must be balanced with development of industry.
Peace Treat2. When the time comes for negotiation of
political terms and conditions to prevail in the post-war

world, organized labor of the United States must be fully
and adequately represented in our national delegation that
negotiates the peace treaty ÿ with a voice in determining the
whole treaty.
As representatives of the largest numerical group in all
nations concerned, we maintain Labor should have representation
in delegations from all countries concerned.
The workers of all countries want to use their influence
for better world organization so that problems can be settled
by conference instead of by war.
They want to make sure that world trade in the future does
not profit financially because of sub-standard labor conditions
in any industry or any country.
They want to do their part in making the world peace a
treaty peace in which all nations are given equal considera-

tion with equal opportunities for progress and pursuit of
happiness.
We cannot attack problems and decisions from an emotional
idealistic approach alone, but we must reinforce our ideals
with exact knowledge of the forces involved and careful consideration of facts. We should not try to eliminate force
from the political field, but to harness it to constructive
policies and agencies.
Proposals to isolate countries, to set up buffer states,
to balance powers off against each other, belong to the past.
Technical progress, ÿThich eliminates space, also eliminates
"isolation."
I. The principle that must be basic in that peace
is "GovernmEnts derive their just powers from the
consent of the governed." The kind of government
which othÿr countries may choose may differ widely

from the institutions of the United States, as the
genius and character of one nation differs from
another. The important thing is that the government shall have the approval of the governed and
that there shallÿ
oÿ. no type of aggression
2. The territorial security of all nations and
opportunities for peaceful change shÿuld be assured.
By such machinery we hope to work toward and to
develop a world community of nations.
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We realize that the basis for these must be laid to the
development of ÿegional cooperation between contigous countries with cor mmon economic interests and, if possible, similar
cultural institutions. The great centers of power that

probably vÿill emerge from the war are the United States with
the Pan-American Union, the British Commonwealth (not Empire),
Continental Europe, Russia, China and India.
When we consider peace we must realize that the entire

world is the scope and be mindful of relationships between
the continents. The terms and agencies of peace must deal
ith the whole world and give sÿnple consideration to situa-

tions likely to result in injustice and retardation in every
country. No one race or continent should be dominant.
3. We further propose that as essential for

participation by Labor of all countries in these
world conferences and agencies, wage earners shall

be gÿaranteed the right to membership in free
unions controlled by the membership concernedÿ

We have repeatedly witnessed the initial attack
by the new despotism upon the free labor movement,

because the shackling of this largest group in a
democracy left other groups and interests helpless
to make effective protest. We propose this basic
right as essential for the world democracy for which
this war is waged.

4. There must be a world agency to decide policies
in which all countries aÿe concerned, definite provisions to make decisions effective, and a world
court.

5. Every political, economic and social institution must serve the freedom and the welfare of
human beings. The inalienable rights of free men
are the ultimate end which civilization promotes.

